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ABSTRACT
Engine performance of any kind of road vehicle is considered a fundamental parameter when selecting or comparing vehicles. It affects a number of operating characteristics including, for instance, vehicle maximum speed or vehicle acceleration. A
vehicle manufacturer provides the data on performance in the technical description,
however, engine performance value is specified in the vehicle registration certificate
as well. Engine performance is indicated as the maximum engine output at certain
engine speed. Thus, the vehicle operator disposes only the engine performance value,
i.e. maximum value. In normal conditions of a road vehicle operation, several different situations take place when it is appropriate to verify the maximum engine performance value. The paper is focused on examination of the road vehicle performance,
i.e. engine performance on the roller test bench and its detailed analysis.
Keywords: performance parameters, road vehicle, engine, roller test bench, examination.

INTRODUCTION
Engine performance, i.e. its characteristics
depending on the engine speed, is considered to
be the fundamental specified parameter. To examine the engine performance, there are several
methods that are not equivalent to each other [18].
The basic methods for the engine performance examination may include [7, 9]:
• examination on engine brake,
• examination on roller test bench,
• dynamic examination through the vehicle acceleration.
Examination on roller test bench is carried
out especially due to the operability of examination itself, because an engine is not removed from
a vehicle during this test. However, the issue consists in detecting the actual engine performance
on the crankshaft, since, during the test, perfor-
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mance at the periphery of the driving wheels is
examined. The proper engine performance value
is identified then with a subsequent correction.
Performance at the periphery of driving
wheels is a significant indicator for objective assessment of the condition and properties of whole
drive mechanism (powertrain) of a vehicle without any removal and with a minimum investment
of working time. The value of performance at the
periphery of driving wheels allows to find out the
engine condition, i.e. if it needs repair or adjustment, or not. If a decrease in performance is detected, the engine malfunction is diagnosed using
other diagnostic equipment. After malfunction removal, performed operation can be re-inspected
on the test bench [7, 23, 27].
However, if the engine performance assessment needs to be done, the actual amount of
losses for each type of vehicle or explicitly ex-
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pressed performance at the periphery of the driving wheels must be known. This performance has
always a lower value when compared to the effective engine performance generated by an engine
[27]. A lot of research studies related to similar
issues were process, for example, in literature [5,
8, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 24, 25].
Difference between the effective engine performance PENG and performance at the wheels
PWHEEL represents the performance (power) drag
PDRAG. It is produced by the internal resistance
of transmission (gearbox), final drive, friction
of bearings of shafts and tire rolling resistance.
The first three elements of the performance drag
have about the same values. On the contrary, the
tire rolling resistance increases with the vehicle
speed, and also depends on the tire construction
and pressure, as well as the load on driving axles and created conditions of a route (material
of a surface of test rollers, their diameter and
spacing) [23, 27].

ROLLER TEST BENCH
Engine performance, i.e. its characteristics
depending on the engine speed, is considered to
be the fundamental specified parameter. To examine the engine performance, there are several
methods that are not equivalent to each other [18].
Roller test bench is a premium device intended for examination of an engine performance with
inter-axle control regulation which is taken from
the industrial laboratories. One roller on the tire
allows to perform the long-term tests without the
risk of tires damaging. During the examination,
the vehicle is substantially higher from the laboratory floor and this fact allows for better flow of
cooling air [7, 15].

Fig. 1. Illustration of the roller test bench Maha MSR
1050 [15]

Table 1. Technical characteristics of Maha MSR 1050
[15]
Rollers diameter

762 mm

Number of electric eddy-current brakes

3

Number of electric engines

2

Wheels gauge (min. – max.)

900 – 2300 mm

Measurable wheelbase

1900 – 3500 mm

Permissible axle load

2500 kg

Top speed

320 km/h

Rotational roller unit weight

700 kg

Front axle wheel performance

700 kW

Rear axle wheel performance

1400 kW

Front axle tractive force

8600 N

Rear axle tractive force

17200 N

Illustration of Maha MSR 1050 is vividly
shown in Fig. 1.
Depending on a level, the following types of
measurements can be carried out on this device [7,
15]: (1) engine performance examination (continuous, or discretely), (2) load simulation (constant
tractive force, constant speed, simulation of drive,
constant engine speed), (3) engine flexibility examination, (4) tachometer controlling.
Following table (Table 1) contains individual
technical characteristics of Maha MSR 1050.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
During the continuous performance examination, maximum performance at the wheels, i.e.
engine performance according to relevant legal
regulations, and performance drag are detected.
After selecting the continuous examination, a
diagram which shows the actual measurement is
displayed on the communication desk. As a first
step, it is necessary to select a range of y-axis
which shows the examined vehicle performance
(performance at the wheels). It is selected depending on the value of vehicle maximum performance specified in a registration certificate, or in
a technical manual about the vehicle in order that
the performance curve is visible on the display
during the whole examination.
The procedure of examination itself is based
on continuous vehicle acceleration until the penultimate gear on which the examination runs. It
must be reached to a speed of 50 km/h, since this
value of vehicle speed activates the performance
examination. At this moment, it is necessary to
fully depress the accelerator pedal and monitor
the communication panel display. After reaching
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Fig. 2. Engine performance characteristics (measured in fourth gear)

the maximum performance, operator turns off the
clutch by pressing the clutch pedal and releases
the accelerator pedal. Deceleration phase is initiated which is characterized by analyzing the performance drag (transmission, final drive, tires).
After accomplishing the performance examination, a graphical output of the engine performance
according to the selected standard is appeared on
a screen [9, 14].
Analysis of the selected vehicle performance
parameters
In common practice of performance examination on roller test bench, vehicle performance
characteristics at penultimate gear are recorded.
From such an examination, basic data on a vehicle performance or engine can be obtained. This
data include maximum engine performance (peak
power) and maximum torque. In the case that a
test bench is complemented by a fuel flow sen-

sor, specific effective fuel consumption may be
a part of the chart (see Fig. 2). Subsequently, this
data can be compared with the data provided by a
vehicle manufacturer [7, 25].
However, if examination of performance parameters is carried out at several gears, a number
of data can be measured. It can be useful for detailed performance analysis of examined vehicle
in whole engine speed (rpm) range. Following
data analysis is carried out on the specific selected
vehicle and its basic data declared by the manufacturer are listed in Table 2.
Maha MSF 1050 manufacturer specifies to
measure the vehicle performance at penultimate
gear. Of course, it is justified. Transition from
minimum to maximum engine speed is sufficiently time consuming, and there is no wheel slip on
rollers and vehicle does not reach the maximum
design speed. Performance examination, especially at first gear, appears to be problematic.
Examination takes place very quickly, relatively

Table 2. Basic technical parameters of the selected vehicle [2]
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Tradename

Kia Ceed

Engine code

G4FC

Engine displacement

1591 cm

Length

4265 cm

Fuel type

Petrol

Width

1790 cm

3

Number of cylinders

4

Height

1480 cm

Maximum performance

90 kW at 6200 rpm

Curb weight

1163 kg

Maximum torque

154 Nm at 4200 rpm

Gross weight

1710 kg

Maximum design speed

192 km.h-1
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Fig. 3. Engine performance curves at each gear

large driving force is at the wheels, and in some
cases, even engine control unit limits the maximum performance [1, 6, 15].
Following Fig. 3 depicts the engine performance curves (rpm curves) measured on
the roller test bench by a standard method,
according to the test bench manufacturer’s
instructions [15]. The chart shows a justness
of performance examination at the higher the
gear. As for Kia Ceed, maximum performance
examination at first gear seems to be problematic. During the performance examination
process at this gear through the constant roller
test bench load, the higher performance is already achieved (green curve), however, these
values are not the maximum yet. From that
reason, the following analysis evaluates only
parameters at 2. – 5. gear. Since, the roller test
bench alignment is in such a way that each
examination is always launched at a speed of
50 km/h, thus with a higher gear, examination
is launched at lower engine speed. In order to
ensure the same engine speed range of engine
performance curves for all gears, it is necessary to change the roller test bench alignment
for each gear individually. This fact affects the
range of further analyzed data as well.
Thus, Fig. 3 illustrates engine performance
curves at individual gears depending on engine
speed. Apparently, maximum performance similar to the manufacturer’s specification should be
achieved at each gear (except the first one) during
the examination.
In Table 3, all the values (performance at the
wheels - PWHEEL, performance drag - PDRAG, engine

performance - PENG and normalized performance
- PNORM) recorded while maximum engine performance or normalized performance are processed
in detail.
Normalized performance is engine performance, detected during the examination, calculated
according to the applicable standard. In this case,
calculations are performed according to the standard DIN 70 200. The detected engine performance
(PENG) is adjusted by a correction factor KA (see
Equation 1) which guarantees relation of results to
normalized environmental conditions [3, 22].
(1)
where: [p - atmospheric pressure on a test bench
(mbar), T - air temperature on a test bench
(°K)].
The following table (Tab. 3) includes a detailed overview of individual performance values
detected during the performance examination.
In case of such performed examining and
recording values of performance at the wheels,
performance drag and engine performance, it is
possible to analyze the operating characteristics
at individual gears.
Performance drag PDRAG is the power which
is examined by a roller test bench after reaching the maximum performance at the wheels
performing the so called deceleration test.
During deceleration, appropriate gear remains
used and power transfer to the wheels is interrupted by depressing the clutch pedal. This
means that such a performance is recorded
which needs to be overcome to rotate the spur
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Table 3. Detected performance parameters of Kia Ceed
Gear

PNORM
[kW]

[kW]

PENG

PWHEEL

PDRAG

at nENG

[kW]

[kW]

rpm

TENG

at nENG

[Nm]

rpm

I

51.5

49.5

41.7

7.8

6035

82.2

5955

II

87.9

84.5

72.4

12

6275

146.5

4970

III

90.9

87.3

72.4

14.9

6295

153

4290

IV

91.9

87.7

67.7

20

6220

156.5

4205

V

90.2

86.8

63.7

23.1

6295

153.4

4295

TENG - Engine torque
nENG - Engine speed
rpm - revolutions per minute

Table 4. Values of performance at the periphery of driving wheels
Gear

PWHEEL [kW] at rpm
2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

5000

5500

6000

34.3

44.7

40.9

51.8

63.8

68.2

71.2

52.1

58.5

62.9

68.8

71.6

29.4

36.9

29.2

35.3

42.8

50.3

56.5

61.3

66.3

67.8

40.9

47.9

54.2

58.2

62.9

64.2

5000

5500

6000

I
II
III
IV
V

21.3

Table 5. Performance drag values
Gear

PDRAG [kW] at rpm
2000

2500

3000

3500

6.2

7.3

4000

4500

7.2

8.3

9.4

10.4

11.4

8.6

9.9

11.3

12.7

14.0

I
II
III
IV
V

5.2

6.3

7.6

9.2

10.7

12.3

14.4

16.2

18.7

6.7

8.4

10.0

12.2

14.1

16.3

18.7

21.3

gears in transmission and final drive system as
well as the tire rolling on the rollers. Thus, it
represents the sum of mechanical losses and
rolling resistance [9, 14, 21, 27].
Table 3 contains the increasing performance
drag with increasing gear at the same engine speed.
This will ultimately result in a less available performance at the periphery of driving wheels.
The whole scale of recorded data of performance at the wheels (PWHEEL) and performance
drag (PDRAG) is processed in Tab. 4 and Tab. 5.
So far analyzed performance values depending on the engine speed declare the desired engine
performance at the various gears. For the purpose
of operating characteristics calculation, visual illustration of performance curves depending on
the vehicle speed seems to be more useful. This is
caused mainly for that reason that equivalent val-
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ues of driving resistance (aerodynamic resistance,
acceleration resistance, etc.) can be assigned for
each vehicle condition [4].
Fig. 4 depicts all the performances curves at
each gear depending on the vehicle speed. From
that characteristic, it is possible to read out very
important operational vehicle states which are
often calculated, using a theoretical calculation,
with a relatively significant error.
The readable data from this characteristic includes [9, 14, 19]:
• maximum performance at the wheels
depending on the vehicle speed,
• performance drag for individual gears,
• normalized performance,
• performance applicability to overcome
the driving resistance,
• maximum vehicle speed.
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Fig. 4. Performances curves at individual gears, PAERO - Performance curve of aerodynamic resistance

Maximum performance at the wheels
depending on the vehicle speed
With increasing vehicle speed, the maximum
performance at the wheels decreases. This performance is applicable to overcome the driving
resistance (it includes especially aerodynamic resistance, acceleration resistance, etc.) [4, 6].
Performance drag for individual gears
This performance represents the sum of mechanical losses in transmission and final drive
system together with performance that is required
to overcome the tire rolling resistance. From
Fig. 4, the increasing curve course of the performance drag depending on the vehicle driving
speed can be seen. Examination of differences in
performance drag values for individual gears at
one point of the vehicle speed is an interesting
measuring possibility. It represents increasing or
decreasing losses among individual gears. Apparently, with increasing gear, the losses in transmission system decrease [9, 27].
Performance applicability to overcome
the driving resistance and specifying the
maximum vehicle speed
From the dependence of engine performance
curves at various gears, it is possible to determine
how much performance remains to overcome other components of driving resistance. After drawing the performance curve of aerodynamic resistance PAERO (purple curve in Fig. 4 and is defined

by the Eq. 2) in the whole range of vehicle speed,
the value of remaining performances to overcome
the driving resistance (e.g. gradient) at individual
gears can be defined. Analysis is performed by
comparing the performance at the wheels of particular gear and the sum of required performance
to overcome the driving resistance [4, 20].
From the curves in following Fig. 5, it is possible to specify the maximum vehicle speed under a certain load, e.g. when driving uphill. Yellow curve defines the necessary performance to
overcome aerodynamic resistance and gradient
resistance when driving uphill with a 5° inclination (gradient), which represents inclination of
approximately 11% (PGRAD) [24, 20].
Vehicle can get over such traffic operation
at IV. gear with maximum speed of approx. 120
km/h. Vehicle maximum speed on a horizontal
road without an inclination is determined from a
curve PAERO (see Eq. 2) and performance at the
wheels of V. gear. Kia Ceed maximum speed
identified in this type of examination is 188.35
km/h [10, 13, 26].
(2)
where: [ρAERO - air density (kg.m-3); cx - aerodynamic resistance coefficient (-); S - vehicle frontal area (m2), v - vehicle speed
(m.s-1)].

CONCLUSIONS
The manufacturer indicates basic parameters
of a road vehicle for its future user. In most cases,
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Fig. 5. Curves of performances at the wheels (PWHEEL) and performance to overcome the driving resistance (PAERO)

these include the data on maximum engine performance and engine torque, even possibly the
gear ratios and fuel consumption according to the
approval test.The paper analyzes in detail the vehicle performance parameters at each gear. Such
data can be obtained by practical measurement
(examination) of individual vehicle parameters
on roller test bench. Especially, the fact that such
data can be revealed only using the calculations,
simplifications, or estimation of certain parameters, represents the significant advantage of such
a type of examination.
On a specific case of examining the performance parameters of Kia Ceed, measurable and
calculable parameters of particular road vehicle
are demonstrated. These parameters include especially the performance curves at individual gears,
performances achievable at the vehicle wheels,
and thus, quantification of performance losses in
transmission and final drive system at individual
gears. It is also possible to quantify the maximum
vehicle speed with respect to its actual performance or vehicle speed calculation for specific
operating conditions (e.g. when driving uphill).
For future research issues, it would be useful to complement the final results with data obtained by the vehicle deceleration, thus, the actual parameters of the vehicle resistance (aerodynamic resistance and tire rolling resistance)
could be detected.
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